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Editor Note
I would like to introduce Global Media Journal to all the

authors, readers and my fellow colleagues, which is an open
access platform for the scholars, researchers, academicians
and students of media and communication with a view to
publish the most trending and innovative researches that
explore media, society and culture in the wake of
globalization.

It is a very exciting journey so far in the year 2020. All the
articles in Volume 18, Issue 34 are published smoothly well
within the time and we are coming with the next issue in July,
2020.The articles we received for our previous issue were
highly informative in media science which encourage us to
work more hard for our coming issues. The sole aim of Global
Media Journal is to bring out the best researches and updates
in media and communication field and we thrive for it in each
single issue.

The COVID-19 pandemichas impacted every sector badly,
but we pledge to focus more on this critical subject to educate
our readers about it through our special issue "Role of Social
Media in Spreading Awareness of Covid-19 Pandemic". The
objectives of Global Media Journal are always to encourage
the authors to produce high quality researches on various

subjects like Journalism, Media Coverage, Broadcasting, Social
media, Mass Media, Bulletin, Global Media Research, Mass
Communication, Global Communication, Consumer culture,
Political Economy, Foreign Policy, Social Movements, Public
Opinion, Global Media Concentration, Globalization,
Globalization of T.V genres, Consumer Culture, Media
Entertainment, Structural Equation Modeling, Economic, etc.

The journal has already released 33 regular issues along
with 5 special issues. We have published 15 high-quality
articles in the previous issue and hope to continue the same
trend in all the upcoming issues. The next issue will be
released in July, 2020 with some exciting research, review and
case series articles so I would expect from all our readers to
make it a success as well like they have done for all our
previous issues.

I take this opportunity to thank and express my gratitude to
all the editors, reviewers, authors and readers for their
association with us over the years and their support to bring
yet another successful issue release. And I am hoping for their
continuous support in the coming years as well.

I would also like to thank all my colleagues in the Editorial
board for their hard work and support in bringing out the best
from Global Media Journal throughout its journey.
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